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Corian® has many unique characteristics which make it the quality 
choice for your home. DuPont™ has been making Corian® since 1967 
and there are a number of reasons why it is, and always has been, the 
Number One and most recognised Solid Surface brand not only in 
New Zealand, but across the world.

Corian® is an advanced blend of 2/3 natural minerals and 1/3 acrylic 
resin and is the original Solid Surface. 

AS THE NEW ZEALAND SUPPLIER OF CORIAN® PRODUCTS, ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS & TECHNOLOGIES LTD IS COMMITTED TO PROVIDING YOU WITH THE HIGHEST LEVELS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE.  
SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT CORIAN®, PLEASE CALL OUR CUSTOMER CARE LINE ON 0800 CORIAN | 0800 267 426 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CORIAN.CO.NZ

ANTARCTICA | RYAN’S KITCHENS



DESIGNER WHITE



There are many reasons as to why discerning designers, architects 
and home-owners choose Corian® for their kitchens, bathrooms  
and laundries. 

For some, Corian’s® Number One premium Solid Surface brand 
status and amazing palette of colours are all it takes. Others are 
seduced by the beautiful feel of Corian®, which is surprisingly  
warm and soft to touch.

Visually, it can be seamlessly joined and moulded into many forms. 
Corian® is also non-porous, which means it can withstand those 
irritating food stains much better than almost all other products. 
These benefits also mean that it is super hygienic, keeping you  
and your family and friends safe.

Corian® is renewable and repairable. To bring the finish back to new, all that 
is required is a re-sand and re-buff, though this is best left to professionals 
to carry out. If the worst should happen, Corian® can generally be repaired 
on site with very little disruption and evidence of the original damage. (Again, 
this is best left to the professionals.)

Corian® has maintained the Number One position with the most sought after 
range of colours and patterns supported by consistently high quality and 
innovation. Corian® will last for a long time – demonstrating the investment 
you are making in your home. 

There are four Collections that form the overall New Zealand Corian® colour 
palette. These Collections: Organics, Design, Essentials and Solid Whites, 
provide a broad range of colours, patterns and looks – as well as prices – 
making it even easier for you to choose Corian® for your home.

VENARO WHITE



Corian® is repairable, renewable and can last for decades, which 
minimises the need to replace or dispose of it. Corian® can be 
reworked to create new designs and products, generating up to 
one-third less waste than stone in the fabrication process. Corian® 
is chemically inert and non-toxic, meeting the most restrictive “food 
zone” standards. DuPont™ carefully manages the impact that Corian® 
has on the environment through responsible choices in raw materials, 
manufacturing processes and packaging.

Greenguard Gold  
– UL 2818 Standard for Chemical Emissions for 

Building Materials, Finishes and Furnishings.

Living Building Challenge
Red List Free.

GLACIER WHITE | MAL CORBOY



RAIN CLOUD | NICHOLA BLAKELY (FOR KITCHENS BY DESIGN)



PURE CORIAN® 810 PURE CORIAN® 4530PURE CORIAN® 970

CORIAN® SINKS FOR KITCHENS AND LAUNDRIES
APT offers two sink ranges: the DUO range which features a 
combination of Corian® sides (available in a range of the most popular 
colours and patterns as well as white) and stainless steel base, and 
the PURE Corian® sink range in Glacier White.

PLEASE VISIT WWW.CORIAN.CO.NZ FOR THE FULL RANGE OF SINKS & BASINS

GLACIER WHITE | MAGGIE MCGUIRE

DUO 027DUO 024 EOS PWB202A

CORIAN® BASINS FOR BATHROOMS
EOS basin range contains elegant integrated and on-bench vanity basins 
(available in a range of the most popular colours and patterns as well as 
white). The PURE Corian® basin range offers contemporary options with 
tight radius corners as well as classic ovals, in Glacier White.



WHITE JASMINE | DU BOIS DESIGN



PRODUCT | BENEFIT CORIAN® ENGINEERED & 
NATURAL STONE

STAINLESS 
STEEL

LAMINATE

TACTILE Some

SEAMLESS

HYGIENIC       Some

RENEWABLE

FORMABLE Limited Limited

10 YEAR 
TRANSFERABLE 
INSTALLED WARRANTY

   

TACTILE

Unlike so many other benchtop products, Corian® 
feels surprisingly warm and soft to touch. A useful side 
benefit of this is that Corian® tends to be more forgiving 
than most other surfaces when it comes to keeping 
your glasses and crockery free from chips  
and breakages.

SEAMLESS

Joins are unobtrusive, creating a look that is virtually 
seamless. This is a real benefit in a kitchen bench or 
breakfast bar, as joins can be unsightly.

This seamless look can be extended further by using 
Corian® sinks and bowls. These integrate perfectly  
into Corian® benchtops for kitchens, bathrooms and 
even laundries. 
 
FORMABLE

Corian® can be shaped, engraved, backlit and 
combined with other materials, providing design 
flexibility and versatility far beyond the scope of 
conventional materials. What can be achieved is only 
limited by your imagination (or that of your designer).

HYGIENIC

When Corian® looks clean – it really is clean. This is 
because Corian® is non-porous and impermeable, 
delivering a highly hygienic and non-toxic surface. 
These characteristics also mean that Corian® is very 
stain resistant so you don’t have to obsess over your 
benchtop if red wine gets spilled.

RENEWABLE

The colour and patterns of Corian® penetrate all the 
way through the sheet and cannot wear away. A patina 
or lustre will develop on your Corian® surface over 
time with everyday use. In fact, the more use it gets, 
the better it can look! Should you wish to return your 
benchtop to its original surface finish, this can be done 
on site by an Authorised Corian® Fabricator. 

Should the worst happen, all but the most extensive 
damage can be repaired on site by an Authorised 
Corian® Fabricator. 

More information on how to care for Corian®  
is available in the Corian® Care Guide.

10 YEAR TRANSFERABLE INSTALLED 
WARRANTY — UNLIKE OTHER BENCHTOP 
PRODUCTS

DuPont™ is so confident about the quality and longevity 
of Corian® that they offer a 10 Year transferable 
Installed Warranty. 

This covers all residential Corian® product including 
manufacturing and installation of the Corian® used in 
your home as per the DuPont™ Corian® Warranty. This 
warranty is detailed in the Corian® Care Guide and on 
the Corian® website www.corian.co.nz.

DuPont™ stands behind Corian® to the extent that the 
warranty is transferable, meaning that if you sell your 
home, the remainder of the 10 year Installed Warranty 
is still available to the new owner. This is just another 
unique benefit of Corian®. 
 
ADD VALUE TO YOUR PROPERTY

By choosing Corian® you are adding value to your 
home. Corian® is New Zealand’s and the world’s  
most recognised, respected and premium Solid  
Surface brand, clearly denoting the investment that  
you have made.

*

* Food grade only



WHITE JASMINE | NATALIE DU BOIS GLACIER WHITE | CRONIN KITCHENS



Your Corian® benchtop is there to be used as well as admired. 
Unlike many other benchtop surfaces, Corian® is non-porous. 
Everyday substances that can permanently stain and mark other 
benchtop surfaces can be used on Corian® with confidence. 

For more information on how to care for Corian® refer to the 
Corian® Care Guide or www.corian.co.nz.

BLACK PERMANENT 
MARKER

BEETROOT RED  
WINE 

YOGHURT 
& MILK

LEMON JUICE  

COOKING OIL NAIL POLISH 



DESIGN AND COLOUR CONSIDERATIONS

When choosing your Corian® colour, please keep in mind 
that like most materials, dark and heavily pigmented colours 
are more sensitive and require more care and attention to 
maintain their look. Dark colours tend to show everyday 
wear and tear more readily in high use horizontal areas  
such as kitchen benchtops.

DuPont Corian® Organics feature a grain and colour pattern 
which in certain large benchtop designs may show the grain 
pattern change around the join area.

AUTHORISED CORIAN® FABRICATION NETWORK

The fabrication and installation of Corian® surfaces is limited 
to Authorised Corian® Fabricators only. 

These carefully selected businesses meet a number of 
standards including (but not limited to) specialised training. 
The use of this network ensures the ongoing high quality 
levels of fabrication, installation and overall service.

Please contact us for an Authorised Corian® Fabricator in 
your area. For further details please go to www.corian.co.nz

OYSTER

CORIAN® CUSTOMER CARE

As the New Zealand suppliers of Corian® products, 
Architectural Products & Technologies Ltd (APT) is 
committed to providing you with the highest levels 
of customer service. Should you have any questions 
about Corian®, please call our customer care line on: 

0800 CORIAN | 0800 267 426 

or email us at:
hello@aptinnovation.co.nz

visit us at: 
www.corian.co.nz 
 
DuPont’s™ Authorised Distributor,  
Architectural Products & Technologies Ltd.

© Copyright 2014 E.I. DuPont deNemours  
and Company.

Corian® is DuPont™ registered 
trademark for all it’s solid surfaces. 
Only DuPont™ makes Corian®.

Cover page & page 11 kitchens:  
Cronin Kitchens


